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Computer case Darkflash DRX70 MESH + 4 RGB fans (black)

Darkflash DRX70 MESH computer case + 4 RGB fans (black)
The Darkflash DRX70 case is an excellent choice for anyone who wants to create a high-performance, yet modern, stylish computer. It
offers plenty of expansion options and is compatible with many popular components. It also allows you to take care of a proper cooling
system and provides access to the necessary ports, including USB 3.0. Its additional advantage is a front panel with a mesh structure and
a transparent side panel, thanks to which you can display selected components in an interesting way. The kit also includes 4 RGB fans.
 
Multiple expansion options
Build  yourself  a  computer  that  will  impress  you  with  its  performance  and  stand  up  to  almost  any  challenge.  The  DRX70  chassis  is
compatible with graphics cards up to 350 mm in length - an additional GPU holder allows you to freely adjust the height. You also have 7
slots for expansion cards and space for CPU cooling up to 180 mm high. It is also possible to mount an SSD and 2 HDDs.
 
Refined in every detail
The DRX70 case is equipped with a transparent side panel and a front panel with a mesh structure, which gives it a modern industrial
character.  This  makes  it  perfect  for  use  with  RGB  components  -  for  example,  the  included  fans.  This  is  a  fantastic  way  to  achieve
interesting  visual  effects!  What's  more,  built-in  magnets  allow  you  to  easily  remove  the  front  panel,  for  example,  to  replace  parts  or
clean  the  interior.  Also  noteworthy  are  special  grommets  for  proper  cable  organization  and  feet  with  shock-absorbing  pads,  which
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guarantee the necessary stability and ensure that the case will not wobble.
 
Optimal cooling
Be assured that your computer will  not overheat - even when using demanding programs or playing dynamic games. The DRX70 case
allows you to install up to 8 120 mm fans or 6 140 mm fans. You can also install water cooling up to 280 mm in it. The possibilities are
truly vast!
 
Useful ports at your fingertips
Do you often transfer files between devices? Or do you plan to charge selected devices with your computer? The Darkflash DRX70 case
will  allow you to do that too! It  is  equipped with a USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 port,  microphone input,  headphone output and a USB-C port.
Special plugs are also available to protect all sockets from dust.
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelDRX70  MESHHousing  typeMiddle  TowerSide  panelTempered  glassFront  panelIron  /
ABSBacklightingNoMotherboard  standardATX  /  M-ATX  /  ITXPower  supply  standard200  mm  ATX,  bottom-mounted  in  the  caseSlots  for
internal  disks/drives2x HDD,  1x  SSD2.5"  internal  bays1Internal  bays  2.5/3.5"2Expansion card  slots7Maximum graphics  card  length350
mmMaximum CPU cooling height180 mmMaximum number of fans8Fan mounting optionsFront: 3x 120 mm fan / 3x 140 mm fan; Top: 2x
120  mm  fan  /  2x  140  mm  fan;  Rear:  1x  120  mm  fan  /  1x  140  mm  fan;  PSU  compartment:  2x  120  mm  fan;Water  cooling  mounting
optionsTop: 280 mm; Rear:  120 mm;Number of  installed fans4Fan modelC7Buttons and controlsPower,  ResetConnectors1x USB3.0,  1x
USB2.0, 1x USB-C, microphone input, headphone outputMaterialSPCC 0.6ColorBlackHeight462 mmWidth230 mmDepth396 mm

Preço:

€ 71.00

Jogos, PC Cases
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